Wednesday Afternoon

Pg 17  Power and Thermal
1410  Haugan presentation withdrawn.
      Substitute Presentation: Transient Heating Experiments on a Multi-Microchannel Evaporator
      Michael Fish, Army Research Laboratory

Pg 18 Beam Control II
1330  Finney presentation is Export Controlled
1350  Wolfe presentation is Export Controlled
1520  Radosevich to be given by Mark Spencer

Pg 19  Atmospheric Propagation III
1330  Land presentation is Export Controlled
1620  Wilbanks presentation is withdrawn.
      Garrett presentation will be given
1640  Fischer presentation is withdrawn.
      Session adjourns

Pg 20 Counter DE Weapons II
1540  Original presentation is withdrawn
1600  Original presentation is withdrawn

NEW LINE-UP:
1540  Field Test with a HEL Weapons...
1600  Next Generation Particles...
1620  Progress in Protecting Ground Vehicles...
1640  Session Adjourns

Pg 21
Lethality II is cancelled